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WELCOME
Congratulations on deciding to bring your funnel in for a tune up!

Just like your car or truck (or any working mechanism for that matter), your sales 
funnel is going to perform better with some routine maintenance.

Maybe your ads are not getting the click through rate you want, maybe your emails 
are not being opened, or maybe you’re getting feedback that your stuff is great but 
you can’t seem to convert your subscribers into customers.

Regardless of what issue you may be experiencing, or if you’re just wanting to ensure 
that your funnel is operating at peak performance, this 28 Point Funnel Inspection 
will help you identify ways to improve your funnel, and it will help you tune it up so 
that it converts like crazy for you and for your business.

All 28 Inspection Points are broken up within 7 different modules - representing the 
various components that make up a typical sales funnel. 

As a participant of this inspection, you’re invited to join The One Woman Show Se-
crets - Digital Marketing for Solopreneurs Facebook Group. This is where you can 
find a community of online business owners supporting one another, and it’s also 
where I am available to answer questions and help you in your business.

I look forward to meeting you in the group!

Cindy Molchany

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM

https://www.facebook.com/groups/onewomanshow/?ref=group_header
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INSPECTION POINT #1

Before we look under the hood of your sales funnel, an easy thing to tweak if you’re looking to 
increase your sales is to increase your prices!

Proceed cautiously here, but definitely proceed. You don’t want to be hap-hazard in how you 
set your pricing, but set a plan to experiment with this until you find a sweet spot for your of-
fers. Here are some tips:

WHEN TO LOOK AT ADJUSTING YOUR PRICING:
• If you haven’t changed your prices lately - or at all.
• If your customers are generally happy with your products and services.
• If your prices are on the lower end of your market.
• When your costs increase.
• When you should simplify your pricing structure (see case study below).

WHEN IN DOUBT:
• Ask your happy customers if they would’ve been as receptive to a higher price.
• Split test and send only a small segment of your traffic your new pricing.
• Start small. You can always increase things again, but it’s harder to decrease prices if things 

back-fire.

Pricing Diagnostics
MODULE  1 :

CASE STUDY:

In early 2017 I changed the pricing on a niche site I run called Craft Beverage Jobs. In-
stead of a $95 option and a $125 option, I eliminated the $95 option and raised the 
remaining option to $130. 

Two things happened almost immediately: 
• The average order size increased (a predictable outcome)
• More customers signed up (a not so predictable outcome)!

Sales in March ended up being double what sales were in January and February com-

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

When you’re ready to start increasing your prices, you still need to be aware and sensitive how 
you’ve positioned your brand and what your customers expect of you. Are you a budget friendly 
option, are you considered premium, or do you fall in the ultra-premium or luxury market? 

While you can likely play with pricing within the pre-defined category you’ve set for yourself, 
moving up a category in pricing will likely require some rework on your part in terms of branding 
and positioning.

MODULE 1 - ACTION ITEMS

• Look within. Increasing your pricing will only work if you’re comfortable with it and will be 
confident in communicating your new pricing to your customers and charging more.

• Look at your offer and determine if a price increase is appropriate at this time.

• Identify a new target price point. When in doubt, start with small increases.

• List out all the places that you need to adjust your pricing (website, auto-responder, payment 
gateway, etc) and create any communications needed to let current customers know.

• Set a date to have your new prices go live and an action plan to implement.

Pricing Diagnostics
MODULE  1 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #2

Another thing to do prior to digging into your actual funnel 
is to make sure you’re targeting the right audience and com-
municating with them in the appropriate way.

KNOW YOUR IDEAL CUSTOMER - Ya-da ya-da ya-da
• Do you know your avatar?
• Do you have a name for him or her?
• Do you know their deepest and darkest secrets?
• Do you know what color underwear they wear (or if 
they just roll commando...)?

A udience Diagnostics
MODULE  2 :

If you’ve been involved in internet marketing or online business for 5 minutes, then this concept 
isn’t new. You’ve likely been told 1,000 times to know your ideal customer and to define your 
customer avatar down to the finest of details (hence the sarcastic “ya-da ya-da ya-da” and ques-
tions on my part).

This is not bad advice. But it’s not the whole story. 

In addition to having a really good idea of who your customer is in terms of demographics, de-
sires, and needs, you also need to know their “market sophistication”. And then you need to speak 
to them at their level.

Ad man Eugene Schwartz coined this term, but I really like the way that Todd Brown translates 
this concept.

To paraphrase the way Todd puts it, he says that you need to communicate to your customer on 
their level. Figure out if they’re “problem aware”, “solution aware”, or “product aware”.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE TO HELP EXPLAIN THIS CONCEPT:

If your market is only problem aware, then that means that they only know that they have a pain 
(ex: they have a headache).
• As the marketer, it’s your job here to address their problem and begin to educate them on possible 

solutions. 

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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If your market is solution aware, then it means they’re aware of remedies, but they don’t know 
what exactly is best for them (ex: there are pills to ease my pain). 
• As the marketer, it’s your job here to start showing them various benefit driven solutions and begin 

to introduce them to yours.

If your market is product aware, then they know what options are available, including yours, to 
fix their problem (ex: Advil exists to ease my headache).
• This is your warmest audience. As the marketer, it’s your job here to ease their mind that your 

solution is the best one for their needs.

Once you understand how sophisticated your market is in relation to the product or service 
you’re trying to sell, it’s then your job to communicate with them at that level.

MODULE 2 - ACTION ITEMS

• Create a profile for your ideal customer

• ID how sophisticated your core market is in relation to your product/service.

• Determine whether you’ve been communicating with your audience at their level of aware-
ness. 

Knowing this will be key as you go through the rest of the inspection, and will help you identify 
various audiences with similar market sophistication so you don’t have to create different fun-
nels for each audience (although you may eventually want to).

A udience Diagnostics
MODULE  2 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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Ready to dive into your funnel? Me too!

From here on out, we’re going to cover your funnel in a linear format - meaning 
we’re going to go through it as it is intended to be experienced - starting with your 
ad (if you are not running ads, just skip this section).

In each of the remaining modules, we’re going to cover 5 core elements - or in-
spection points:

• The Art & Copy
• Congruency
• Level of Persuasiveness
• The User Experience
• Testing

There may be some overlap and there may be additional inspection points to go over 
from module to module, but these are the 5 core.

INSPECTION POINT #3  - AD ART & COPY

There are a lot of directions you can come at with regard to your ad art & copy (aka 
your images and text), and your art & copy will definitely contribute to both how 
congruent your ad is and its persuasiveness, which we will discuss separately.

For this inspection point, however, we are going to focus primarily in terms of how 
well your art and copy communicates to the end user.

What does your ad say and show? What message is it giving? Is it interesting?

Remember what we learned in Module 2 - you have to be communicating with your 
prospect at their level of awareness. You also need to be convincing them to take 
action, which for most ads is to click through to the landing page or sales page.

The following Inspection Point Action Items will help you identify ways to improve 
your ad’s art & copy in a way that helps you communicate with your prospect in a 
way to get them to resonate with your message and take action.

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #3 - ACTION ITEMS

• Is your ad copy (headline and text) easy to understand / comprehend? Upon reading/watching 
it, will your prospect immediately get what it’s about? Come up with 3 alternatives that could 
be better.

• Does your ad quickly communicate the benefits of clicking / taking action? Come up with 3 
alternatives that could be better.

• Does your ad take into account best practices and/or things that are proving to help with 
conversion (i.e. It is currently wise to use “long-form” copy on Facebook Ads and videos are also 
currently working very well on the platform)? If you’re not yet running a long-form ad and/or a 
video ad, come up with a version of each to possibly test.

• Does your ad imagery “speak” to your target customer? Does the imagery relate to them at all 
and/or can they see themselves in your imagery (even if it’s an ideal version of themselves). 
Come up with 3 alternatives that could be better. 

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

PASS: This simple ad “speaks” to me 
because I’m a female who likes to travel.

FAIL: There are too many conflicting mes-
sages here with “taste” and “looks”, and 
while it tries to invoke curiosity, I am not 
interested.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #4 - AD CONGRUENCY

Congruence may be my favorite inspection point of a funnel. That’s because the subtlety of 
things can compound and have a tremendous effect! 

Just think of the word “funnel”. What’s the first image that comes to mind? A little plastic or 
metal mold that you use to transfer liquid from one container to another. There’s a wide end 
that you pour into and a narrow end that the liquid comes out of. A funnel is a smooth (no mess) 
transfer - or transaction.

So what would happen if your funnel had some clogs in it? Maybe some built up dirt or grime 
that significantly narrows the passageway. It would either slow down or stop the liquid from 
going through, right?

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

Well, the same thing can happen with your sales funnel - you may have gunk in it!

So let’s start by looking at the wide end of your sales funnel - or your ad. 

The following are all the areas related to congruence that you want to be 
looking at to ensure that your prospect gets from your ad to the next step in 
your funnel (your landing page or sales page) as smoothly and as seamlessly as 
possible. 

• IS YOUR AD “NATIVE” TO THE PLATFORM YOU’RE RUNNING IT ON?

Your ad needs to fit in if it’s going to be effective. 

For example, a traditional TV commercial advert will not convert on Facebook. 
Facebook users consume ad content when it seems to be most like any other 
timeline post from their friends. 

Understand the kind of content your audience likes to consume, and you’ll know 
how to make your ad seem “native”.

• IS YOUR AD COMMUNICATING TO YOUR PROSPECTS AT THEIR LEVEL OF 
AWARENESS?

This was discussed in Module 2, but it’s worth repeating here. You have to un-
derstand your audience if your ad is going to be congruent for them. 

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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Understand if your audience is “problem aware”, “solution aware”, or “product aware”, and then 
craft your ad to speak to them at that level.

• IS YOUR AD CONGRUENT WITH YOUR TARGET LANDING PAGE?

If you do well with your art & copy, if your ad is persuasive, and if you’re targeting the right 
user, then the click over to a landing page (whether its a landing page or sales page) is only a tech-
nicality. 

The ad should do most of the heavy lifting with regard to the decision your prospect has made 
to enter your funnel - they should be ready to opt-in or buy. 

But your funnel will be clogged up if you have a female in your ad graphic, but a male on your 
landing page; it will be clogged if your ad headline and your landing page headline don’t match 
well; and it’ll be clogged if there are conflicts from what the user perceived in your ad vs what 
they perceive on your landing page.

If you’re showing your product on your landing page, try and make sure you incorporate an 
image of it on your ad as well. Connect the dots for your prospect; don’t make them guess what 
anything is about.

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

INSPECTION POINT #4 - ACTION ITEMS

• What improvements can you make to your ad to make it more “native” - so that 
your seamlessly fits in with the platform you’re running it on?

• Is your ad communicating to your prospect at their level of awareness? How can 
you improve your copy to make it more congruent in this way?

• Does you ad match your landing page and/or sales page? Are there both visual 
and verbal cues that link the two together? Is your landing page the next logical 
step in your funnel?

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #5 - PERSUASIVENESS

You’ve crafted a great headline, your ad is “native” to the platform, and your ad ties in well with 
your target landing page. Great job! Now let’s take a step back and look at your ad as a whole. Is 
it compelling?

Here’s where a lot of people analyzing their own marketing trip up. It’s natural and perfectly 
reasonable to think that what we’re offering is interesting, but part of the inspection process is 
to look at things objectively. And most of the time, and objective review reveals that our ads are 
not that persuasive.

Now this doesn’t mean that your offer isn’t good; this just means that you need to be more con-
vincing - or more persuasive.

YOU MAY NOT BE ABLE TO INCLUDE ALL ELEMENTS IN EACH AD, BUT HERE ARE VARIOUS 
THINGS TO LOOK AT: 

• What problem are you addressing? Are you making the pain tangible? 

• What benefits are you promising? Are these adequately represented in your ad copy?

• What’s your hook? What makes clicking on your ad a matter of urgency?

• Does your ad provoke curiosity? Human nature means that we want to learn about ourselves. 
If you can frame your ad in a way where you promise to reveal information about your pros-
pect, that’s the most curiosity invoking marketing trick you can do (and this is why quizzes can 
be so powerful for lead generation)

• Does your ad give value, and does it give value in a way that promotes reciprocity and good 
will, which will result in a click

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

INSPECTION POINT #5 - ACTION ITEMS

Take a current ad and come up with three different ways to make it more persuasive - using vari-

ous elements described above.

For example, address the pain more specifically, try and increase the level of curiosity you invoke 

in one ad, focus on benefits of signing up in another version, and change up your “Call-To-Action” 

in a third.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #6 - USER EXPERIENCE

This inspection point is pretty straight forward, but it’s important nonetheless. 

Is your prospect able to easily consume your ad in the way it’s intended to be received? 

Meaning, are your graphics and videos sized right, does your ad show up on mobile correctly, 
what’s cut off from your copy when it appears on the right-hand side of Facebook?

All these things matter, so if you’re running one ad to be placed across several placement op-
tions, you may want to create an ad set for each placement rather than run just one.

You also want to think about your audience here and where and how they consume content.

Does your audience primarily consume content when at home on a strong wifi signal? If so, 
then video ads may work well.

Glossier really thought through 
this demonstration ad - making 
it a silent .gif ad - perfect for a 
woman on the go.

What if your audience is often out and on the go in a loud and 
busy environment when they may see your ad? If this is the 
case, then you may want to avoid video where the message is 
communicated verbally (because they won’t be able to click play 
and hear you when they are standing in line for coffee scrolling 
through Facebook).

INSPECTION POINT # 6 - ACTION ITEMS

• Check all your ads to make sure they’re formatted right for 
each platform you’re running them on. 

• ID how your target customer likely consumes most of their 
online content (i.e. mobile, desktop, home, office, etc).

• ID what kind of content your ideal customer likes most (i.e. 
tutorials, pretty landscape images, videos, etc)

• Review your ads and make sure your ads are user friendly in 
both of the above ways.

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #7 - SPLIT TESTING

There are many factors that will contribute to the success of your funnel, and the not-so-sexy 
and sometimes tedious task of creating split tests for all aspects of your funnel is one of them.

I’m going to be perfectly honest and real. Split testing hasn’t always been my favorite thing to 
do. I am just as guilty of the next person in terms of wanting to just get something out there 
and sometimes also being too in love with one idea to consider an alternative that may perform 
better.

But split testing is crucial if you want to up-level your internet marketing and funnel game, and 
with regard to ads, I am going to show you a simple system for your Facebook ads so that the 
act of creating split tests just becomes routine. 

THERE’S A FORMULA TO IT: 3(2X2)=12

3: If you’re running ads to cold traffic (and you don’t yet know what audience will convert well for 
you), ID three different audiences to target and create an ad set for each.

2: Create two variations of art for your ads (photos or video, .gif, etc)

2: Create two variations of ad copy (headline, description, and text)

12: The two variations of art and two variations of copy will combine and yield 4 different individual 
ads; running 4 ads in each ad set will result in 12 different ads total. 

Here is a video ad I created 
with two variations of copy.

Here is a slideshow ad I created with 
the same two variations of copy.

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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HERE’S WHERE IT ALL COMES TOGETHER:

Set a low daily budget for each campaign (for each test audience). I usually start with $6-$10 per 
day. I then create an ad set for each ad variation (4 per campaign) and run that for a minimum of 
72 hours to the right-hand column only.

So for 72 hours only I have a total of 12 different ads running in the right-hand column of Face-
book targeting three different audiences.

I learned from a mentor, Ryan Levesque and his team, that right-hand column ads tend to be cheaper, 
so when you’re testing audiences and ads, use this as your test area. 

You’ll see within a few days which ads resonate and which ads do not; and once you learn what 
audiences and ads are performing, you can turn off everything else and start showing these in 
the news feed for more engagement and higher conversions.

This is obviously not an ads course, so that is a 5-min-
ute version of running split tests, but I hope it gives 
you some context and confidence to start split testing 
on your own. But for less than $100, you can give your 
business a serious advantage within a short period of 
time by starting any ad campaign off with split tests. 

THE FINAL VERSION - 6 rounds of 
split tests resulted in a 44% conver-
sion rate!

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

INSPECTION POINT #7 - ACTION ITEMS 

In the previous Inspection Points, I’ve had you come up 
with variations of your ad in order to communicate more 
clearly with your audience and to make your ad more 
interesting and compelling.

Pick two variations that you’ve created and create split 
tests out of them. 

Set a small budget and run your variations to a few dif-
ferent audiences for 72 hours. Keep track of the results, 
and then scale the ads that perform best. 

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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MODULE 3 - ACTION ITEMS CHECKLIST

Congrats! You’ve covered a great deal of ground already, and we’ve only gone through the first 
part of your funnel - your ads!

Make sure you take your time as you go through each Inspection Point and each Inspection 
Point’s Action item. Since a lot of this involves having a heightened understanding of your target 
audience and creative work, I always recommend reviewing your ads in the morning hours when 
your creative juices are most likely peaking. 

INSPECTION POINT #3 - ART & COPY

INSPECTION POINT #4 - CONGRUENCY

INSPECTION POINT #5 - PERSUASIVENESS

INSPECTION POINT #6 - USER EXPERIENCE

INSPECTION POINT #7 - SPLIT TESTING

Ad Diagnostics
MODULE  3 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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Landing Page Diagnostics
MODULE  4 :
If you’re driving traffic straight from an ad to a sales page, then you’re going to want to skip this 
module and the next module (#5) and go directly to Module #6, which discusses Sales Pages.

This module covers an inspection of your landing page, which if you think about it, is really there 
to support your ad (and collect contact info).

As I eluded to in the last section, you ad does a lot of the heavy lifting, which is priming your 
prospect to opt in. When done correctly, your landing page can be looked at as mostly a techni-
cality -- an extension of your ad to give a little more context and to collect the opt-in.

This is the mindset I want you to adopt (ha ha ha).  With this new mindset, let’s dive into the in-
spection.

Ad

Landing Page

44% CONVERSION RATE!

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #8 - ART & COPY

If your ad’s goal was to spark someone’s curiosity and get them interested, your landing page’s 
function is to really scratch their itch and get them to take action.

You have more room to work with on your landing page in terms of art & copy, so you *may* 
want to expand on your ad a bit, but this is optional - especially if you used long-form copy on your 
ad.

WITH REGARD TO YOUR COPY, MAKE SURE THAT YOU ARE:
• Adequately addressing the problem / need
• Evoking curiosity
• Highlighting the benefits of signing up
• Positioning your brand and product/service appropriately
• Including a strong call-to-action

I’ll speak more to this in the congruency section, but your landing page art will definitely want to 
be in-line to what you showed your prospect in your ad. 

IN ADDITION, YOU MAY WANT TO INCLUDE:
• Trust symbols (press icons, endorsements, testimonials, etc)
• A photo of you if you’re positioning yourself as an authority
• Pictures of your product and/or representations of what your product looks like
• Imagery that inspires your audience (in the example on the previous page, I use “hero shots” of 

high profile celebrities)

Landing Page Diagnostics
MODULE  4 :

INSPECTION POINT #8 - ACTION ITEMS

Review your landing page. Is it the next logical step from your ad in terms of your objective, 
which is getting someone to opt-in?

ID what, if anything, is missing from the ad that will help convince your prospect to opt-in. Do 
you need to give more detail with regard to the benefits of your offer, do you need to give more 
context about you and position yourself as an authority.

Your goal is not to necessarily repeat your ad, but enhance it.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #9 - CONGRUENCY

Now that we’re in the middle of your funnel, you’re going to want to make sure that things are 
congruent going backward and going forward.

This all ties into your art & copy, but the point here is consistency.

The branding elements you start with in your ad should transcend to all levels of your funnel. 
These elements include, but are not limited to:

• Colors
• Fonts
• Imagery
• Design Elements (i.e. borders, drop shadows, embellishments, etc)
• Words / Phrases
• Quotes
• Headlines
• Display URLs

A dead giveaway to an amateur funnel is inconsistent branding. This sends the message - even sub 
consciously - to your prospect that you aren’t to be taken seriously.

So in order for your landing page to be consistent with your ad and with everything going for-
ward in your funnel, you need to make sure that you are:

• COMMUNICATING TO YOUR PROSPECTS AT THEIR LEVEL OF AWARENESS
• KEEPING ALL OF YOUR VISUAL AND VERBAL CUES CONSISTENT

Look at the example I show on page 16 as a reference point. The ad and landing page are obvi-
ously related, and because I primed my prospect properly in the ad, I improved my odds of them 
opting in on my landing page.

Landing Page Diagnostics
MODULE  4 :

INSPECTION POINT #9 - ACTION ITEMS

Review your landing pages through the lens of congruency. ID at least two different things you 
can do to make your landing page more consistent and congruent with your funnel.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #10 - PERSUASIVENESS

When I review a landing page and determine how persuasive it is in getting a prospect to sign 
up, I follow a very specific formula known as the AIDA STRATEGY - or what I like to call the “Ex-
perience Funnel”.

Starting with the headline and working down to the Call to Action (and including all imagery), I 
review the landing page and determine how well it performs in each of the following:

ATTENTION - Does the headline, opening copy and initial imagery grab my attention? 

INTEREST - Once it’s gotten my attention, does it capture my interest with the promise it’s mak-
ing, and/or by the benefits it states I will receive?

DESIRE - Once my attention is grabbed, and my in-
terest is sparked, does the landing page generate the 
feelings of desire within me? Is it communicating with 
me in a way that makes me feel like I need whatever 
it is offering? Desire comes in many forms. Maybe its 

ACTION - Desire on its own is great, but that is not 
what solidifies conversion. Does the landing page ad-
equately command to the prospect the call to take ac-
tion? Does it feel genuine and a natural progression?

The AIDA strategy is not only helpful with landing pages, you can (and should) look at any 
marketing copy you make through this lens and watch your conversion rate improve dramat-
ically because of it!

INSPECTION POINT#10 - ACTION ITEMS

Go through your landing page following each point of the AIDA Strategy. If you come across a 
section of art or copy that you can improve in order to make your landing page more persua-
sive, make the change.

Landing Page Diagnostics
MODULE  4 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #11 - USER EXPERIENCE

At every step of your funnel, you should be looking at how user friendly it is for your prospect. 
Again, this is a quick step, but not one to overlook. 

HERE ARE SOME CONSIDERATIONS TO KEEP IN MIND THAT WILL 
MAKE YOUR LANDING PAGE MORE USER FRIENDLY:

1. Keep your headline, main points, and initial call-to-action above the fold. 
Look at the above the fold section of your landing page as a landing page 
within a landing page. 

2. Ensure that your landing page works on all devices - desktop, tablet, and 
mobile. Even check various browsers to ensure there are no issues.

3. Look at how your colors are affecting experience. Sometimes we get a little 
too brand centric and end up camouflaging things like our opt-in button. 
While keeping aesthetics in mind, make sure that you’re colors are catching 
the eye and prompting the click.

4. Does your page load quickly? If your image files are big or you’re using a bad 
host, you may be loosing out on conversions if your site is loading slowly.

5. Does everything work? Have you tested the opt-in and gone through your 
funnel as a user? So simple, but so many people do not do this. It’s critical!

6. Remove any site navigation from your landing page. Make the opt-in the 
ONLY action a prospect can take, which will help in terms of your prospect’s 
understanding of what you want them to do.

INSPECTION POINT #11 - ACTION ITEMS

Go through steps 1-6 in this Inspection Point and work to ensure that your 
landing page has a good user experience.

Landing Page Diagnostics
MODULE  4 :

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #12 - SPLIT TESTING

Someone I refer to a bunch is Ryan Levesque. He’s the creator of The Ask Method, and I was 
a student of his. One of my favorite things that he used to say with regard to testing ideas (in-
cluding everything from your business idea to your idea for a landing page...) was to always “test 
screams, not whispers”.

The point being, don’t test things that are too similar to one another. Find the polarity and test 
those ideas against each other first before getting too granular and testing subtle tweaks.

In one of my projects, Daily Minute Mindset, I created a video to put on my landing page above 
the fold. I thought it would perform well because it was engaging and interesting. But when I 
tested it against a still image, the image clearly performed better.

Same thing happened with the landing page’s background. I prefer clean lines and minimal de-
sign, but when I added a landscape background for my landing page, conversion rates skyrocket-
ed over a plain background.

TIP: This is not my own idea (I can’t remember 
where I learned this from). Use landscapes as back-
grounds of your landing pages. 

Something about landscapes instills confidence 
and trust, and you just may find that it increases 
your landing page opt-in rate. Works for me all the 
time!

Landing Page Diagnostics
MODULE  4 :

INSPECTION POINT #12 - ACTION ITEM

If you have a landing page you would like to increase conversions on, and if you haven’t already 
created alternate versions, create a second version of your landing page to test. 

Come up with a completely different concept than the one you have. If you have video, use an 
image; if you have a plain background, use a landscape as a background; change up your copy, 
etc.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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MODULE 4 - ACTION ITEMS CHECKLIST

Well done! You’re nearly half way through the 28 Point Funnel Inspection. By now you 
should be making serious strides in terms of optimizing your funnel and should start see-
ing better results from your ads and an increase in conversions from your landing pages.

INSPECTION POINT #8 - ART & COPY

INSPECTION POINT #9 - CONGRUENCY

INSPECTION POINT #10 - PERSUASIVENESS

INSPECTION POINT #11 - USER EXPERIENCE

INSPECTION POINT #12 - SPLIT TESTING

Landing Page Diagnostics
MODULE  4 :
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Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :

If you’re not familiar with the term “onboarding sequence” (some-
times referred to as the “indoctrination sequence”, it represents the 
series of emails (usually set up by auto-responder) that you send to new 
subscribers after they opt-in for your list and before you start pitch-
ing them your products or services.

Onboarding could refer to the series of emails you send after someone 
buys, but for this module, I am specifically referring to the subscriber 
only (pre-purchase).

Your onboarding sequence is meant to “warm up” your new subscrib-
er - get them to know, like and trust you so that you can pitch then 
your products and/or services later on.

If you’re driving traffic straight to a sales page, you can skip this mod-
ule.

BUT KEEP THIS IN MIND: according to Facebook Ad expert, Rick 
Mulready, you should be targeting a 20%-30% opt in rate from your 
Facebook Ads (to a landing page / lead magnet) and can really only 
expect a 2-3% conversion rate from your Facebook Ad direct to a 
sales page and offer.

And my hunch on that 2-3% is that it is presumed that you’ll be show-
ing your Facebook Ads to a familiar audience (either your fans or to 
a retargeted group). I suspect that if you’re running Facebook Ads to 
a cold audience (where they don’t know you at all yet), 2-3% conversion 
to sales would be rather ambitious.

This is not to say that you shouldn’t try selling direct if you believe 
you have the right offer. Just another thing to test and evaluate!

But assuming your goal is the opt-in, and your strategy is to nurture 
the sale, let’s dive into the inspection on your onboarding sequence.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #13 - YOUR ONBOARDING MASTER PLAN

When I first start inspecting an onboarding sequence, I first look at the big picture and go 
through a little checklist I’ve created to make sure that the sequence - as a whole - is designed 
to be effective. Once I ensure the master plan or onboarding strategy is compelling enough, I 
then get into the nitty gritty detail like the art & copy, the overall persuasiveness of the mes-
sage, etc.

INSPECTION POINT #13 - CHECKLIST

Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :

ID the end goal? What is it that you want to sell at the end of your onboarding sequence 
and how much will it cost your new subscriber (i.e. a course for $1997 or a product for 
$47, etc)?

Your answer to the first question will help determine the appropriate length and dura-
tion of your onboarding sequence. The more expensive and involved the offer, the more 
nurturing will be needed and perhaps the longer the sequence will need to be (but not 
always).

How much perceived value is being delivered in your onboarding sequence. What value is 
missing?

How much is the relationship between business owner and subscriber being nurtured. 
What is missing?

Does each email flow into the next? Are there “open loops” built into the sequence that 
work to keep the subscriber engaged and looking forward to the next email?

Is the transition to the pitch effective? Is it a seamless transition (next step) or is there 
friction?

How effective is the pitch and offer? Are all objections addressed (refer to Module 7)

Going through this checklist should help you create a solid outline for your onboarding sequence. 
Before going through each of the following inspection points in this module, make sure that you have 
each email written (or at leased drafted) so that you can work each inspection point separately.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #14 - ART & COPY

In inspection point #10, I introduced the AIDA strategy. That strategy will also be the guiding 
force as you go through each email in your onboarding sequence - but I’m going to change it up 
a bit here!

If you recall, AIDA stood for: Attention, Interest, Desire, Action.

But for the first portion of your onboarding sequence, before you’re pitching anything, this 
acronym will mean something slightly different.

ATTENTION- This remains the same. You need to get your reader’s attention, and this is where 
the importance of your headline comes in. Your headline needs to be attention grabbing, and it 
needs to do so in a way that gets your subscriber to click to read your email. Very important!

INTEREST - This remains the same too. Your email copy needs to be interesting. Don’t go 
through all the trouble of crafting an attention-grabbing headline and then bore your reader. 

DESIRE - This acronym remains the same, but instead of desire for your product or service, 
you’re working on building up desire to get more from you. More knowledge, information, com-
munication, etc. Remember, you’re not pitching anything yet - you’re building a relationship.

Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :
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ANTICIPATION - Now things change up a bit! While the A usually stands for action (getting 
your subscribe to take action like clicking the buy button), before your pitch you want your sub-
scriber to start feeling ANTICIPATION. Anticipation for what’s coming, anticipation for more, 
etc. This is priming in its true sense, and this is where the concept of keeping an “open loop” is 
important. 

INSPECTION POINT #14 - ACTION ITEMS

As you go through the first portion of your onboarding sequence (prior to where you start intro-

ducing the offer), look at your art and copy through the lens of this version of the “AIDA strate-

gy” and make sure you’re achieving each of these states.

Once you start sending pitch emails, you can start referring to the original “AIDA Strategy”, 

where the second A = Action. 

Work to make sure that you’re encouraging your subscriber to buy and that you’re putting clear 

“Calls-to-Action” in each of your sales emails.

Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :
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INSPECTION POINT #15 - CONGRUENCY

Congruency is very important in your onboarding sequence, and it helps make your subscriber 
feel like they’re part of something - part of the journey. 

HERE ARE SEVERAL THINGS YOU SHOULD BE LOOKING AT:

• Art & Copy - Many people like to theme their onboarding sequence so that a subscriber knows 
each email is one part of a greater whole. 

• You may want to do this with your subject lines (i.e. Subject: [THEME] text text)
• You may want to have one header image throughout your entire email sequence.
• Keep your copy in the same voice / person / tone

• Flow from one email to the next. Creating what are known as “open loops” are a great way to 
create flow. Tell one story over a series of emails, build anticipation for what’s coming next, 
and create compelling “P.S..” remarks that spark curiosity.

• Timing - don’t send 3 emails in 3 days and then wait a week before sending your 4th. Make sure 
your timing has cadence.

• Length of each email - these should be congruent as well. If you get your subscriber used to 
long emails where you deliver ton of value, they may wonder what is up with a short email with 
little information. Your initial emails will set certain expectations with your subscribers. Make 
sure to be consistent.

INSPECTION POINT #15 - ACTION ITEMS

Go through your onboarding sequence and identify ways you can increase congruency through-
out.

1. Should you theme your emails and create visual and verbal clues to communicate that one 
email is part of a greater whole, or series?

2. Are you building in “open loops”, which helps encourage subscribers to look forward to your 
emails?

3. Are you timing your emails well? 
4. Do you have congruency in the length of each email?

Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :
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INSPECTION POINT #16 - PERSUASIVENESS

Now it’s time to look at the overall persuasiveness of your onboarding sequence. Remember, 
you’re not directly selling in your emails until you present your offer (maybe in the last half of 
your onboarding sequence), but this doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t be persuasive throughout.

Your onboarding sequence is warming your subscriber up to buy. If you’ve targeted your audi-
ence correctly and you actually have a product or service that solves a need, then it’s safe to 
assume (I think) that everyone on your list is a potential buyer.

I like to get into the mindset and think of each subscriber as being “on the fence”. 

My job in crafting an onboarding sequence, therefore, is to convince them that what I’m selling 
is exactly what they’re in need of. My job is to be persuasive at every step. 

INSPECTION POINT #16 - ACTION ITEMS

EVALUATE YOUR LEVEL OF PERSUASIVENESS AT EACH OF THE FOLLOW-
ING STEPS:

• Are you delivering value throughout your sequence that your subscriber cares 
about?

• Are you positioning yourself as an authority throughout your sequence?
• Including social proof and testimonials

• Are you addressing objections - to you, to your solution, to your offer, etc?

• Are you showing the subscribers a possible future (i.e. “future pacing” how 
much better their life will be with the results/benefits they will get from buy-
ing from you)

• Are you scratching a real itch?

Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :
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INSPECTION POINT #17 - USER EXPERIENCE

& ACTION ITEMS 

This inspection point is easy and straightforward. Subscribe to your onboarding sequence and 
make sure that everything is working OK and is experienced the way that it should be: 
• Does your email address and subject lines show read properly (not cut off)
• Are your emails easy to read - on desktop, tablet, and mobile?
• Does every link work in each email?
• Does your sequence fire off on-time and in the right order?

Testing is a simple step, but too often overlooked. Take the extra time needed to test your se-
quence before spending money on ads and sending through something that may be broken. 

Email & Subject L ine

Mobile
Desktop

Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :
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Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :
INSPECTION POINT #18 - TESTING

I can hear you now - “I have 12 emails in my onboarding sequence - how on earth do I split test 
this?!”

I know this sounds daunting, but I’m going to try and make this step easy. Launch your onboard-
ing sequence and make tweaks along the way. Look at things like your email open rate, click 
through rates, and adjust as needed. 

And always try to keep in mind the mantra, “test screams, not whispers”.

If you suspect your headline is causing a low open rate, dramatically change it and see what 
happens.

WATCHING YOUR OPEN RATE DECREASE

I common issue with onboarding sequences is that open rates start high, and then dramatically 
start decreasing as subscribers start progressing through your sequence. If this is happening to 
you, don’t fret, it just means you have more work to do in a few different areas of your onboard-
ing sequence.

I suggest going back through each inspection point in order and working to improve things.

Start with your master plan. Is your onboarding sequence compelling? Is there a story? Are you 
being persuasive? What open loops are you creating that are bringing your subscribers back for 
more?

Increase the overall value of your onboarding sequence, and you’ll increase your open rates.

INSPECTION POINT #18 - ACTION ITEMS

Make changes to your onboarding sequence as-needed and over time. Track each change you 
make and be detailed in keeping records of your data - like open rates and click-through rates 
for each email. Circle back through Inspection Points 13-17 and make adjustments until you 
have the metrics you’re after.

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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MODULE 5 - ACTION ITEMS CHECKLIST

Awesome work, Funneler! We’re nearing the home stretch of this 28 Point Funnel Inspection - 
only 10 more Inspection Points to go until you have a totally optimized sales funnel ready to run 
full-throttle for you and your business. Keep it up!

INSPECTION POINT #13 - MASTER PLAN CHECKLIST

INSPECTION POINT #14 - ART & COPY

INSPECTION POINT #15 - CONGRUENCY

INSPECTION POINT #16 - PERSUASIVENESS

INSPECTION POINT #17 - USER EXPERIENCE

INSPECTION POINT #18 - TESTING

Onboarding Diagnostics
MODULE  5 :
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Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :
Now comes the super fun part - your sales page!

Depending on how you have your funnel set up, you may either be driving traffic straight from 
you ad to a sales page or you may be guiding a prospect to your sales page from your onboard-
ing sequence. 

This will factor into how you set up your sales page, which will also be determined by what you 
are selling (a product sales page will differ from a course sales page, etc).

• Headline: Your Thing’s Name
• Statistics
• Compelling Images
• About Section
• Press / Trust Symbols
• Video
• Content Description
• Price Juxtaposition
• Pricing Tiers / Options
• Bonuses
• Product Descriptions

• Related Products
• Testimonials
• Guarantee
• Payment Options
• Call To Action
• FAQ
• Who it’s for / Who it’s not for
• Live Chat
• Countdown Timer

Once you determine exactly what elements you should include on your 
sales page, you can start digging into your inspection.

Your sales page is where everything comes together, and ironically 
enough, all of the inspection points come together as well. I’m going to 
do my best to separate things out, but just know that there’s a lot of 
crossover in this module.

What elements you should have included in your sales page are beyond 
the scope of this course, but here are some common elements to con-
sider:

WWW.CINDYMOLCHANY.COM
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INSPECTION POINT #19 & #20 - ART & COPY AND PERSUASIVENESS

When it comes to your sales page, the inspection points for your art & copy and for your sales 
page’s level of persuasion is essentially the same so I am combining both steps here into one.

In order to properly inspect your sales page’s art & copy, you first need to have a very clear un-
derstanding of who your prospect is and their level of understanding with regard to your prod-
uct / service (i.e are they “problem aware”, “solution aware” or “product aware”). 

This is all so that you can work to reduce friction for your prospect upon landing on your sales 
page by giving them just the right amount of information they need to make a decision.

If you have taken a prospect through an onboarding sequence, they should be fully aware of not 
just the problem or available solutions, but they should also have been introduced to YOUR solu-
tion. 

In this instance, they are truly “product aware”, and this is when you may be able to dive more 
directly into the solution (your offer) right away on your sales page.

In contrast, if you’re identifying a cold 
audience on Facebook that is only “problem 
aware” (i.e. they only know they have a head-
ache and they know of no solutions yet) and 
you send them straight to your sales page, 
you may have more indoctrination you need 
to do on that sales page -- meaning you 
need to bridge the gap for your prospect 
from being only problem aware to (your 
solution) aware via your product. 

And you may find that you need to nurture 
their desire to fix their problem.

Headaches are a poor example, let’s look at 
night lights.

Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :
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CASE STUDY: SnapPower
MODULE  6 :

I recently became aware of a new night light company, called SnapPower (or 
it may be more appropriate to say that they became aware of me because I was 
targeted by their ads on Facebook).

I was a good guess on their part because my husband and I are currently in 
the process of remodeling our home. It’s a large house and we have lots and 
lots of night lights scattered around so that we don’t bump into things in 
the dark.

In some respects, I didn’t really know that I had a pain at all, but SnapPow-
er’s clever video ads showing me that I didn’t have to sacrifice an outlet for 
a night light got me to start desiring their solution.

SnapPower knew that their objective was to scratch an itch within me for the 
need for better night lights.

But if getting me to buy upon first discovery was SnapPower’s objective, 
then they failed.

When I first was served their ad, I clicked through and 
was sent directly to their sales page, which is on the 
right.

Because this was my first introduction to not only the 
problem, but the solution, I quickly left the page.

WHY? The prices were high, and the sales page didn’t 
have much to go on to help bridge the gap for me from 
barely being problem aware - to solution aware - to 
product aware.

The sales page didn’t instill any confidence in my as a buyer that making a purchase would’ve 
been a smart decision.

Luckily for SnapPower, they have a large advertising budget and they just retargeted me over 
and over again with compelling video after compelling video until I had no choice but to buy.

If you don’t have a huge budget, use your sales page to bridge any remaining gaps in confidence 
in the minds of your buyer.
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PHYSICAL PRODUCT SELLERS

When I do inspections of a physical product sales page, the key thing I am looking for are visual 
cues. Is there a video or series of photographs that not only explain the product, but show it in 
action and give me reason to start desiring it? If the product itself is difficult to demonstrate, 
can the results or benefits be demonstrated visually?

INFO PRODUCT SELLERS

When I inspect sales pages for coaches and/or for high-end ticket funnels, the key thing I’m 
looking for on the sales page is transparency. It’s not an Easter egg hunt - don’t make me go 
looking for the key deciding factors (i.e. price, terms, dates, etc). 

Long form sales pages are fine if that’s your thing, but your prospect is likely already aware 
of you and your offer to a degree. Don’t negate any good will you’ve established with them by 
making them labor over an exhaustive sales page to finally discover your pricing or other cru-
cial information at the very bottom.

Give it to them up top - above the fold - and then spend the rest of your art and copy framing 
the incredible value they’re receiving at that price point by showcasing all the benefits of your 
thing.

INSPECTION POINTS #19 - #20 - ACTION ITEMS

• Understand at what level of awareness your sales page visitor is and then work to bridge any 
gaps needed to get them to a decision point (to buy or not to buy).

• Does your art & copy scratch an itch - does it generate desire?

• Is your art & copy helping reduce friction of purchase, or is it making the buying decision 
harder?

• Are you showing rather than telling whenever possible?
• Are you being transparent?

• Are you communicating the benefits of your offer effectively?

• Are you communicating the value of your offer effectively?

Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :
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INSPECTION POINT #21 - CONGRUENCY

When determining if a sales page has congruency, we’re going to look at a few different things.

FIRST, we want to look at the page itself and all the various elements that make up a sales page 
(see the beginning of this module for a list of various sales page elements you may want to include).

If you include even a portion of those elements, that is a lot of moving pieces to make work to-
gether. Your goal is to create FLOW from one piece of information to the next.

Your sales page doesn’t have to be pretty or fancy, but it does have to have flow.

The simplest way to do this is to ensure that your different sections are broken up by font size 
and to use color blocking. Use big headlines and blocks of color throughout your sales copy to 
break up text and make absorbing the information easier.

The longer your sales page is, the less likely your prospect will read all of it. Make sure that the 
key points of information you need to communicate are highlighted or in bold font. Create flow 
and make it easy for your prospect to get all the crucial pieces of information.

A funnel has flow...

Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :
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THE SECOND PART OF THE CONGRUENCY FACTOR is to ensure that your sales page is the 
next logical step from where they came from. 

(Yes, I use this phrase a lot. It’s important!)

If your Facebook ad is a video where you’re sharing your favorite cookie recipe and the sales 
page is an offer to buy a blender, there’s a step or two missing.

If your Facebook ad is a video where you’re not only sharing a recipe, but you’re using the blend-
er to show how great it whips up the batter, that’s a better direct transition to a sales page.

If your sales page highlights how your offer of a blender includes a free bonus cookbook with 
your famous cookie recipe, that is an even better transition. 

Same thing from your Onboarding Sequence to your sales page. You want to make sure that as 
soon as you start transitioning to your pitch in your email copy that your sales page is the next 
logical step - that they have all the information needed (about you, about your business, and 
about the offer) to make a decision.

Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :

INSPECTION POINT #21 - ACTION ITEMS

1. ID how you can improve your sales page by improving its FLOW.

2. Knowing where your prospects are entering your sales page from (i.e. 
via cold traffic Facebook ads or via an onboarding sequence), what 
elements do you need to add and/or remove from your sales page to 
ensure that it’s the “next logical step” from that traffic source?

3. What information is missing and/or not needed in order to reduce 
buyer friction?
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INSPECTION POINT #22 - USER EXPERIENCE

This inspection point could be combined with congruency, but it’s worth singling the two out to 
emphasize the importance of it all.

With your offer obviously being the most important element of the whole thing, HOW your 
prospect experiences your sales page is just as important of a factor in what you say  on your 
sales page.

Increase your prospect’s user experience on your sales page, and you’ll likely see an increase in 
sales.

THINGS THAT AFFECT USER EXPERIENCE:
• Sales page length (don’t make your sales page longer than it needs to be). Longer doesn’t al-

ways mean better!
• Transparency (as discussed above)
• How well your content is organized (as discussed above)
• Page load time
• Page responsiveness
• Customer Service - do you have a way (like live chat) to have someone with questions contact 

Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :

INSPECTION POINT #22 - ACTION ITEM

Ask a few people to go through your sales page and to review the experience of it. 
Ask them to give you feedback specific to:

• How easy it was to read
• How fast things loaded
• If they felt like it gave them all the information needed to make a decision (and 

ask what’s missing if not)
• If they felt like the info was presented quickly enough (like pricing)
• If they felt that customer service was accessible if need be.
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INSPECTION POINT #23 - SPLIT TESTING

Because there are simply so many points you could test against each other, for the sake of mak-
ing progress, not perfection, I am going to suggest a simple strategy to test your sales page.

A LONG FORM SALES PAGE > HEAT MAP > SHORTEN IT UP

Long form sales pages can be very effective, and can convert higher than shorter versions - but 
not always.

I like to take a reductive approach when testing a sales page, and by that I mean I like to start 
off with a longer version and as I discover what elements are either not needed (or getting in 
the way), I remove them - shortening a sales page over time.

How do I know what elements are not needed and/or getting in the way? I like to use heat maps 
to get a sense of this. Heat maps are code you can install on a page to see where people hover 
their mouse and/or spend time on. They can be very informative in terms of what information is 
crucial, and can give signals as to what info is not. 

INSPECTION POINT #23 - ACTION ITEMS

• Create a long form version of your sales page 
covering all possible elements you want to in-
clude.

• Install heat map (recommended: SUMO.COM) to 
test where people hover.

• After you start getting data, remove one element 
at a time that you determine to not be effective.

• Analyze the data and repeat.

• And always have a quick checkout page option on 
hand when you want to send someone directly to 
the cart to buy.

Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :
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MODULE 6 - ACTION ITEMS CHECKLIST

OMG you guys! The work you’ve done leading up to this point has been B-A-N-A-N-A-S!

Good job! Only one more module to go, which is the offer. Huge topic, no pressure. :) Just kid-
ding. I look forward to sharing some really easy to implement strategies that will help you kick 
ass when it comes to presenting your prospects with an IRRESISTIBLE offer.

See you in the next module.

INSPECTION POINTS #19 - #20 ART & COPY & PERSUASIVENESS

INSPECTION POINT #21 - CONGRUENCY

INSPECTION POINT #22 - USER EXPERIENCE

INSPECTION POINT #23 - SPLIT TESTING

Sales Page Diagnostics
MODULE  6 :
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Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :
Congrats!! We’ve covered a ton of ground, and you’ve reached the end of the inspection pro-
cess. But we have one very important aspect to cover, which is YOUR OFFER.

All will be for not if you fail to present an offer to your prospects that tips them over the edge 
and gives them both the information that they need, but the actual thing that they need, to 
make that final decision to say YES.

Everything you’ve done leading your prospect to this point has been important. Along the way 
you’ve been working identify those who would benefit from your product/services, to inspire 
your prospect to buy, to compel them to sign up, and you’ve been working to plant the seed of 
desire within them that they need your stuff.

But your offer is where the proverbial rubber meets the road. 

Will your thing (your product or service, etc) get them where they need 
to go; to where they want to end up?

And is your offer better than all the alternatives out there?

ASPECTS OF AN OFFER

So what is included in your offer? 

Here’s a rundown of the various elements you may want to be in-
cluding in the offer you present your prospects:

• Features / Advantages / Benefits (of buying)
• Deliverables - what you will be providing to them in exchange for their 

investment with you
• The price
• Terms of purchase
• Any premiums or bonuses you’re including
• Risk Reversal (guarantees, social proof, testimonials, etc)
• Scarcity
• FAQ
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INSPECTION POINT #24 - ART & COPY

Your offer is a lot of nitty gritty - meaning it includes the details of what you’re selling. Always 
be clear and upfront. Unless your branding rides on it, try and avoid being a word smith, using a 
lot of clichés, joking around, or being flippant in your copy. Be direct. Your customers will appre-
ciate your straightforwardness.

And wherever possible, when detailing your offer, make it about your prospect.

• What benefits will they receive?
• What features will they enjoy?
• What guarantees are you offering them?
• Etc.

Your goal is to get it into their mind and subconscious that you’re speaking directly to them; that 
they need your thing. As much as possible, get them to see themselves using your product or 
enjoying the benefits of the results they will get from using your services.

This sort of jedi-positioning is something that you want to use throughout your funnel, but it is 
critical in your offer.

Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :

INSPECTION POINT #24 - ACTION ITEMS

Go through your offer art & copy and make sure every detail is clear and easy to understand;  
wherever possible frame your offer so that it’s about your prospect. Focus on benefits, the end 
results, and help future pace your prospect into seeing themselves enjoying these benefits. 

What will their lives look like, feel like, be like (that is different and better than now) as a result 
of buying from you today.

Your sales page copy will have a lot of this stuff as well, but make sure that you’re including it in 
the details of your offer as well.
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INSPECTION POINT #25 - CONGRUENCY

This part of the inspection is just making sure that your prospect has all the information need-
ed to make their final buying decision and that what you’re presenting to them now is expected 
and consistent to what you’ve been communicating up until this point.

Does all the pre-framing you’ve done to position yourself, your brand, and your product/ser-
vices match the offer you’re presenting to your prospects?

Fill any gaps. Eliminate any pot-holes on the road to saying YES.

TIP: With regard to your offer, it’s OK to surprise your pros-
pect with delight (i.e. a better deal than they were expecting), 
but don’t surprise them with unexpected hurdles or obstacles 
to get over in order to get the results they desire.

INSPECTION POINT #25 - ACTION STEPS

Go through each of the following points that you intend to 
include in your offer and make sure that all the communi-
cation and pre-framing you’ve done leading up to present-
ing your offer has been consistent to what you’re commu-
nicating now.

• Features / Advantages / Benefits (of buying)
• Deliverables - what you will be providing to them in ex-

change for their investment with you
• The price
• Terms of purchase
• Any premiums or bonuses you’re including
• Risk Reversal (guarantees, social proof, testimonials, etc)
• Scarcity
• FAQ

Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :
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INSPECTION POINT #26 - PERSUASIVENESS

Now it’s time to look at your offer through the lens of persuasion. 

WHAT VISUAL AND VERBAL CUES ARE YOU GIVING YOUR PROSPECT TO TAKE ACTION NOW?

In addition to just having a superior offer that is exactly what your prospect needs, there are 
things you can include in your offer that boost confidence in what you’re selling (and you) and to 
encourage your prospect to take action immediately. 

SOME OF THESE THINGS INCLUDE: 

• Features that reduce risk like guarantees or trial offers
• Testimonials, endorcements, or social proof
• Real & authentic scarcity (deadlines or reduced availability)
• Future Pacing -when you can adequately get your prospect to see themselves in the future 

benefiting from your offer
• Good Call-To-Action - funny enough, but you have to ASK FOR THE SALE

Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :

INSPECTION POINT #26 - ACTION STEPS

• Do you have a guarantee seal to ease a prospect’s mind?
• Do you have adequate social proof?
• Do your Call-To-Action buttons stand out?
• Are you future pacing? 
• Is there scarcity built into your offer in a genuine and authentic way?
• Do the benefits you’re detailing actually matter in the minds and hearts of your prospect?
• Are you asking a question or two where the obvious answer is YES?

The bottom line is that every word, every color choice, every image in your offer (and in your fun-
nel for that matter) should be a deliberate effort to assist in persuading your prospect that your 
offer is the right choice, that they need what you have, and that if they say YES, they will have 
made a good decision.
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INSPECTION POINT #27 - USER EXPERIENCE (& TESTING)

In module 6 we covered user experience of your sales page, so what we’re going to do here is 
ensure that the buying experience is user friendly as well.

Your goal is to make it super duper easy for your prospect to pull out their credit card and com-
plete a transaction.

INSPECTION POINT #27 - ACTION ITEMS

Go through each point below, thinking about what your ideal customer would expect and appre-
ciate. Ask others to go through your checkout process as well and get some objective feedback.

• Should you have a live chat feature available to address questions?

• Are you asking for too much customer information (don’t ask for an address unless you’re ship-
ping them something)

• If your audience likes paying with PayPal, is that available to them?

• Does the payment sequence make sense to the user and are they redirected properly to a 
thank you page? 

• Does your upsell offer add value, or is it annoying?

• Does your payment confirmation email fire off immediately? Are you giving your new buyer all 
the information and assurance that you have what you need to deliver the goods to them?

• What is your shopping cart abandonment rate? What do you need to do to reduce that per-
centage.

Ensuring that the whole experience goes smoothly generates good will, it instills confidence 
in your new buyer that they made the right decision, and it elevates the whole experience - in-
creasing your brand’s intrinsic value.

Don’t skip this step.

Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :
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INSPECTION POINT #28 - OFFER FOLLOWUP

In this very last funnel inspection point, we’re going to look at your buyer and non-buyer follow 
up email sequences. There’s a ton to cover here, so I’m only going to highlight various tracks you 
could take with your funnel, which will help do several things:

• MAXIMIZE CONVERSIONS

• UPSELL

• INCREASE CUSTOMER LOYALTY

BUYER FOLLOW UP EMAILS

Once you have a new buyer, you’re going to want to make sure that they get all the information 
they need, are reassured that they made a good decision, and you’re going to want to ensure 
that you’re doing everything you can be doing to help them get the benefits of whatever it is 
they bought from you quickly.

So if you’re selling a course, coaching, or some sort of digital product, you’re going to want to 
include a second onboarding sequence that helps them start going through your material, your 
trainings, or your products.

This is also an opportunity to offer more - whether that’s an upgrade to 1:1 coaching, or an 
event, etc.

Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :

INSPECTION POINT #28 - ACTION ITEM #1 

Your task here is to review your buyer sequence and ensure that you’re doing whatever you can to help your customers get the results they’re after quickly.
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NON BUYER FOLLOW UP EMAILS & ENGAGEMENT

One of the big reasons why I’m such a fan of ClickFunnels is because of Actionetics (they’re su-
per advanced version of an autoresponder service) and things included in the service like “smart 
lists”. ClickFunnels makes it very easy to create emails to send to people that do not buy from 
you - giving you a second chance to turn a prospect into a customer.

Assuming you have their contact info (name, phone, etc) you can use smart lists in “Actionetics” 
to send one-time offers for those who buy but do not take your upsell, for those who abandon 
their shopping carts, for those who visit your sales page numerous times, etc.

Understanding where these individuals left off in the buying experience - and being able to 
speak directly to them at that moment - can be a game changer in your business. 

It can instill confidence in your buyer that they’re doing business with someone who cares and 
who pays attention to them, it can increase loyalty among your buyers, and it can make you 
more money!

INSPECTION POINT #28  - ACTION ITEM #2 

Review ways you can engage with your non-buyers and keep the pos-
sibility alive that they’ll convert into customers later. 

Create followup emails and send to those who visit your sales page 
but don’t buy, to those who abandon cart, or to those who do not 
take your upsell offer.

Retarget non-buyers on Facebook.

Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :
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MODULE 7 - ACTION ITEMS CHECKLIST

WHOO HOO!!! You did it! I’m super stoked for you. This was not an easy run through. There 
were a ton of little bits and pieces that you had to put together and coordinate in order to opti-
mize your sales funnel.

So pat yourself on the back, buy yourself a cup of gourmet coffee, or fill yourself a bubble bath. 
You deserve a little pampering after all this hard work. Here’s a recap of Module 7’s Action 
Items:

INSPECTION POINTS #24 ART & COPY 

INSPECTION POINT #25 - CONGRUENCY

INSPECTION POINT #26 - PERSUASIVENESS

INSPECTION POINT #27 - USER EXPERIENCE (& TESTING)

INSPECTION POINT #28 - OFFER FOLLOWUP

Offer Diagnostics
MODULE  7 :
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